Generalized models of thorium and particle cycling, data from Station P, and an inversion technique are used to obtain rate estimates of important biological and chemical transformations occurring in the water column. We first verify the inversion technique using an idealized data set generated by a finite difference model, and then apply the inversion technique to data from Station P. With the Station P data, predicted rate constants for adsorption and release of thorium between the dissolved and small particle phases are consistent with the results from other workers. The predicted rate constants for the interaction between small and large particles are smaller than previous estimates. The predicted concentration of large rapidly sinking particles is greater than the concentration of suspended non-sinking particles, whereas the reverse is usually assumed to be the case. The calculated sinking rate for the large particles is 20 m d-1. This sinking rate is an order of magnitude smaller than the large particle sinking rate inferred from sediment trap mass fluxes at two levels in the water column. The reason we predict a high large particle concentration and slow settling velocity has not been uniquely determined. Possible modifications of the current model that could help to reconcile the differences between observations and model predictions include: 1) two classes of rapidly sinking particles or rate constants that change with depth, 2) direct interactions between the large particle and dissolved phases, and 3) incorporation of a continuous distribution of particle size and settling velocity.
INTRODUCTION
Particle cycling through the water column plays a central role in oceanic biogeochemistry. Sinking particles transfer substances from the surface ocean to the deep ocean and interact extensively with material that is suspended and dissolved in the water column. Our interests concern the particle interactions with nutrients and carbon. We want to use trace metals and radioactive isotopes to study these interactions. In this paper we describe and test an inverse technique that yields rate constants and error estimates for biogeochemical interactions. Most of what we know about particle cycling in the oceans comes either indirectly from particle reactive trace metal radioisotope studies [e.g., Nozaki with particles (focusing on thorium) as synthesized by Bacon et al. [1985] , and further studied by Nozaki et al. [1987] . 16, 196 
MURNANE ET AL.: THORIUM ISOTOPES AND PARTICLE CYCLING MODEL DESCRIPTION
We use a trace metal cycling model (Figure la) analogous to that proposed by Bacon et al. [1985] . In addition to the rate constants for inorganic adsorption and desorption there is a rate constant associated with biologic processes that represents the active release of trace metals to solution.
A simple particle model can incorporate the same phases and similar interactions (Figure lb) . The activity of a trace metal radioisotope is divided between the dissolved (Ad), small particle (As), and large particle (Aoe) phases. These definitions correspond to the operationally defined classes of dissolved material (material that passes through a filter), small particles (suspended material collected by filtration) and large particles (sinking material collected in sediment traps). Filtration collects large particles as well as small particles, but we assume that the amount of large particles collected by filtration is small enough to be ignored. A is the activity in dpm L -1 . We use the symbol A' to represent the activity per unit mass of particles (dpm g-l), i.e., AL --A t PL. P• is the large particle concentration and Ps is the small particle concentration, both in units of g L-1.
The quantities measured directly are Ad, As, A t , and the large particle flux, wPoe. The large particle sinking velocity is w.
The small particle phase removes metal from solution by adsorption at a rate, kl, that is dependent on metal chemistry. There appears to be a correlation between kl and a metal's hydrolysis energy [Li, 1981; Turner et al., 1981; Kumar, 1987; Clegg and Sarmiento, 1989 ]. The concentrations of surface adsorption sites and particles also affect the adsorption rate constant [Honeyman et al., 1988] .
In addition, metals may be removed from the dissolved phase by active biologic uptake; however, this may be an insignificant reaction for strongly hydrolyzed metals and the actual extent of this process is poorly known. [1984] show that metal/phosphate ratios in biogenic particles can be relatively constant over a wide range of dissolved metal/phosphate ratios for "biointermediate" metals such as Cu and Ni. In contrast, the observation that living and dead phytoplankton cells concentrate some transuranics to the same extent [Fisher et al., 1983; Fisher, 1986] implies that adsorption dominates the uptake by biota of strongly hydrolyzed trace metals. As a first approximation we assume that active biologic uptake of metals occurs only in the euphotic zone and we restrict our discussion to areas below the euphotic zone.
Collier and Edmond
Metal is added to the dissolved phase through desorption from the small particles at a rate given by k-i, and by biologically mediated remineralization of particles at a rate given by/•_ 1. /•2 and/•_ 2 are rate constants for the exchange of metal between the small and large particle phases as a result of particle aggregation and disaggregation. All rate constants are in units of y-1. The flux of metal due to the sinking large particle phase is given by FAL --wAtP•. Martin et al., 1987] . Furthermore, we lack good information for making an assumption on the functional form of the change in large particle activity with depth.
The alternate approach involves integrating the conservation equations between the two traps and dividing by the depth interval to obtain the average values for all terms in the equations. The flux gradient term remains the same: the difference in flux between the two traps divided by the depth interval. We assume that the large particle activity is the average of the activity in the two traps and use the depth averaged values for the dissolved and small particle activities. This method avoids problems with the particle concentration dependence of k• because we find the average value of k• for the given depth interval. The drawback of this approach is the problem of how to deal with the vertical integral of the product of two terms: an unknown rate constant (e.g., •) and an activity (e.g., A) measured at several 9'34Th, •3øTh, and 9'9'STh. The source terms for 9'34Th and 9'3øTh are easily stated and well known. The parents of 9'34Th and 9'3øTh (9'3SU and 9'34U) are homogeneously distributed through the ocean with known activities.
The distribution of 9'9'SRa, the parent of 9'2STh, is less constrained. We calculated a steady state 9'9'SRa profile The predicted activities of the three thorium isotopes in the different phases are in reasonable agreement with data from oceanic profiles (Figure 2 ). The maximums in dissolved 9'9'STh at the surface and bottom are caused by the distribution of 9'9'SRa. In contrast, the small and large particle 9'9'STh phases have sub-surface maxima that are produced by the kinetics of Th adsorption and particle settling. The 9'3øTh activity for all three phases increases with depth. The dissolved and small particle activities are close to those observed by Nozaki et al.
[1987] over the same depth range. This suggests that a constant kx is adequate for modeling deep ocean 9'3øTh. Dissolved •'34Th has a constant activity throughout the water column. The small and large particle phases have low 9'34Th activities near the surface that increase with depth to almost constant values. The shapes of these profiles reflect the one-dimensional steady state nature of the model. Nonsteady state conditions, lateral advection, or changing rate constants would produce deviations from these profiles, such as the mid-water maximum in 9'3øTh observed by Bacon We used the inversion technique with data from a variety of depths and tested the sensitivity of the predicted rate constants by systematically changing the activity of each isotope in each phase (Table 3 ). For our discussion we focus on data from the 3000 m level. The thorium activity predicted by the finite difference model for each phase was altered by 10% because this approximates the analytical error in the Th analyses. The sensitivity tests were carried out using nine equations for the three isotopes and included terms for diffusion and OA/Ot. collected at Station P. Dissolved and suspended sediment samples were collected at five depths between 1000 m and 3600 m (Table 4) (Table  4) .
Once the field data is properly averaged, the inverse technique can be used to find values for the rate constants and the large particle concentration (kl, k-i, /•2, /•-2PL, PL, Table 5 228Th/23øTh ratios in the large and small particle phases should be nearly equal. In the Station P data the large and small particle 22STh/2aøTh ratios differ (Table 4) The validity of this assumption is questionable considering the particle concentration dependence of kl and the likely variation of •2 and •-2 with depth. They assume that ka (equivalent to our •2) equals P/a and that ka (equivalent to our •-2) equals (AS-P)/a, where P is the production rate of 2aøTh, a is the intercept of the particulate 2aøTh activity, A is the slope of the particulate 23øTh activity versus depth, and $ is the large particle settling velocity. Using the Station P data and the technique given in Nozaki et al. [1987] we find a value of 0.6 y-1 for •2 and 62.5 y-1 for •-2 (assuming a settling velocity of 100 m d-l).
These values are closer to the results of Nozaki et al. [1987] than the values predicted by the inversion technique. The difference is primarily due to the larger intercept found using our particulate 2aøTh data. We should note that the intercepts found with our data and with Nozaki et al. [1987] are not statistically different from zero. The rate constants for Station P predicted with the inverse technique are less sensitive to a 10% change in the activity of a given phase than the rate constants predicted from the finite difference model data. The sensitivity tests show that kl and k-1 are most sensitive to changes in 234Th We need the concentration of suspended matter if we are to include the large particle equation. Unfortunately, we do not have suspended particle concentrations for Station P.
The rate constants predicted by the inverse technique using Station P data appear reasonable, especially when one considers the variability in mass flux (Figure 3) . The uncertainty for each term predicted by the inverse technique ranges from 5 to 25% of the predicted value. The high large particle concentration seems unreasonable. The model assumes this concentration represents the time weighted average of material collected by the sediment traps and that there is a sharp distinction between the large particles settling at a single, constant velocity and the non-sinking, suspended small particles. These assumptions, of course, are not completely correct. The validity of the predicted PL and the model assumptions can be tested by examining predictions based on P•.
Two parameters can be predicted with the large particle concentration: the small particle concentration and the large particle settling velocity. Using the particle model from Figure lb [Honjo, 1978; Pilskaln and Honjo, 1987] , though they may be produced by the breakup of larger particles [Honjo et al., 1982] . Thus, it appears that our predicted w is on the low end of the observed range of settling velocities.
We can also estimate a settling velocity from the offset of mass flux peaks versus time [Honjo, 1984; Takahashi, 1986] . We recognize that these modifications may not adequately represent processes occurring in the water column. We wish to emphasize, however, that one can use the procedure outlined in this paper, along with additional field data, to predict rate constants for altered (or new) models and to test model predictions. 
CONCLUSIONS
Models of trace metal and particle behavior in the ocean show basic similarities. As a result, thorium isotope data can provide information on particle cycling rate constants as well as thorium adsorption and desorption rate constants. These rate constants can be found through the solution of a system of equations that describe the distribution of mass and activity between the various phases. An important feature of these models is that the data for the system of equations can be collected with sediment traps and samples of dissolved and suspended material.
We used a finite difference mode] to generate predicted profiles of thorium isotopes in solution, in suspended material, and in sinking partic]es. These data were used to test the inverse technique. We tested the sensitivity of the rate constants predicted with the inverse technique by In concluding, we note that physical oceanographers often attempt to determine with conservative tracers the transport terms lumped into our parameter T. Such studies have recently begun to include non-conservative tracers, such as nutrients [e.g., Rintoul, 1988; and Schlitzer, 1988] , in which the mainly biologically mediated source and sink terms are included in a single unknown directly analogous to our term T. In this paper we expand the source and sink terms in a model of particle and thorium cycling that is based on earlier trace metal cycling studies, and we outline how to use observations to constrain these terms.
Future work will eventually bring together techniques that emphasize the physical processes with those that emphasize the chemical and biological and will require physicists, chemists and biologists to obtain data sets with better spatial and temporal resolution. The Global Ocean Flux Study and the World Ocean Circulation Experiment promise to do this for us.
